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ABSTRACT
Firewalls have an important role in network security. However, managing firewall policies is
an extremely complex task because the large number of interacting rules in single or distributed
firewalls significantly increases the possibility of policy misconfiguration and network vulnerabilities. Moreover, due to low-level representation of firewall rules, the semantic of firewall
policies become very incomprehensible, which makes inspecting of firewall policy’s properties a
difficult and error-prone task.
In this paper, we propose a tool called PolicyVis which visualizes firewall rules and policies
in such a way that efficiently enhances the understanding and inspecting firewall policies. Unlike
previous works that attempt to validate or inspect firewall rules based on specific queries or errors,
our approach is to visualize firewall policies to enable the user to place general inquiry such as
‘‘does my policy do what I intend to do’’ unrestrictedly. We describe the design principals in
PolicyVis and provide concepts and examples dealing with firewall policy’s properties, rule
anomalies and distributed firewalls. As a result, PolicyVis considerably simplifies the management
of firewall policies and hence effectively improves the network security.
Introduction
Network security is essential to the development
of internet and has attracted much attention in research
and industrial communities. With the increase of network attack threats, firewalls are considered effective
network barriers and have become important elements
not only in enterprise networks but also in small-size
and home networks. A firewall is a program or a hardware device to protect a network or a computer system
by filtering out unwanted network traffic. The filtering
decision is based on a set of ordered filtering rules written based on predefined security policy requirements.
Firewalls can be deployed to secure one network
from another. However, firewalls can be significantly
ineffective in protecting networks if policies are not
managed correctly and efficiently. It is very crucial to
have policy management techniques and tools that
users can use to examine, refine and verify the correctness of written firewall filtering rules in order to
increase the effectiveness of firewall security.
It is true that humans are well adapted to capture
data essences and patterns when presented in a way that
is visually appealing. This truth promotes visualization
on data, on which the analysis is very hard or ineffective to carry out because of its huge volume and complexity. The amount of data that can be processed and
analyzed has never been greater, and continues to grow
rapidly. As the number of filtering rules increases largely and the policy becomes much more complex, firewall policy visualization is an indispensable solution to
policy management. Firewall policy visualization helps
users understand their policies easily and grasp complicated rule patterns and behaviors efficiently.

In this paper, we present PolicyVis, a useful tool
in visualizing firewall policies. We describe design
principals, implementations and application examples
that deal with discovering firewall policy’s properties,
rule anomalies for single or distributed firewalls.
Although network security visualization has been
given strong attention in the research community, the
emphasis was mostly on the network traffic [4, 8]. On
the other hand, tools in [12, 16] visualize some firewall aspects, but don’t give users a thorough look at
firewall policies.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we summarize related work. We then describe
PolicyVis design principals followed by descriptions
of scenarios that show the usefulness of PolicyVis.
Next, we show how rule anomalies are visualized by
PolicyVis and demonstrate some examples of determining rule anomalies by using PolicyVis. We then
describe visualization on distributed firewalls in PolicyVis followed by a disucssion of the implementation
and evaluation of PolicyVis. Finally, we show conclusions and plans for future work.
Related Work
A significant amount of work has been reported
in the area of firewall and policy-based security management. In this section, we focus our study on the
work that closely related to PolicyVis’ design objectives: network security visualization and policy management.
There are many visualization tools introduced to
enhance network security. PortVis [15] uses port-based
detection of security activities and visualizes network
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traffic by choosing important features for axes and displaying network activities on the graph. SeeNet [3] supports three static network displays: two of these use
geographical relationships, while the third is a matrix
arrangement that gives equal emphasis to all network
links. NVisionIP [11] uses a graphical representation of
a class-B network to allow users to quickly visualize
the current state of networks. Le Malécot, et al. [14]
introduced an original visualization design which combines 2-D and 3-D visualization for network traffic
monitoring. However, these tools only focus on visualizing network traffic to assist users in understanding
network events and taking according actions.
Moreover, previous work on firewall visualization only concentrates on visualizing how firewalls
react to network traffic based on network events. Chris
P. Lee, et al. [12] proposed a tool visualizing firewall
reactions to network traffic to aid users in configuration of firewalls. FireViz [16] visually displays activities of a personal firewall in real time to possibly find
any potential loop holes in the firewall’s security policies. These tools can only detect a small subset of all
firewall behaviors and can not determine all possible
potential firewall patterns by looking at the policy
directly like PolicyVis. Besides, Tufin SecureTrack
[19] is a commercial firewall operations management
solution, however, it provides change management
and version control for firewall policy update. It basically visualizes firewall policy version changes, but
not rule properties and relations and allows users to
receive alerts if any change violates the organizational
policy. Thus, Tufin SecureTrack can not be used for
rules analysis and anomaly discovery.
In the field of firewall policy management, a filtering policy translation tool proposed in [2] describes,
in a natural textual language, the meaning and the
interactions of all filtering rules in the policy, revealing the complete semantics of the policy in a very concise fashion. However, this tool is not as efficient as
PolicyVis in helping users capture the policy properties quickly in case of huge number of rules in the policy. In [1], the authors mentioned firewall policy
anomalies and techniques to discover them, and suggested a tool called Firewall Policy Advisor which
implements anomaly discovery algorithms. However,
Firewall Policy Advisor is not capable of showing all
potential behaviors of firewall policies and doesn’t
help users in telling if a policy does what he wants.
The authors in [6, 10] suggest methods for detecting and resolving conflicts among general packet
filters. However, only correlation anomaly [1] is considered because it causes ambiguity in packet classifiers. In addition, the authors in [13, 18] proposed firewall analysis tools that allow users to issue customized queries on a set of filtering rules and display
corresponding outputs in the policy. However, the
query reply could be overwhelming and still complex to
understand. PolicyVis output is more comprehensible.
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Moreover, those tools require users to consider very specific issues to inspect the policy. PolicyVis, on the other
hand, enables users to investigate the policy at once,
which is more practical and efficient in large policies.
PolicyVis Objectives
Information visualization is always an effective
way to capture and explore large amount of abstract
data. With the necessity of guaranteeing a correct firewall behavior, users need to recognize and fix firewall
misconfigurations in a swift manner. However, the
complexity of dealing with firewall policies is they are
attributed to the large number of rules, rules complexity and rules dependency. Those facts motivate a tool
which visualizes all firewall rules in such a way that
rule interactions are easily grasped and analyzed in
order to come up with an opportune solution to any
firewall security breach.
PolicyVis is a visualization tool of firewall policies helps users to achieve the following goals in an
effective and fast fashion:
• Visualizing rule conditions, address space and
action: a firewall policy is attributed by rules format, rules dependency and matching semantics.
Comprehensive visualization of firewall policies
requires a mechanism of transforming firewall
rules to visual elements which significantly enhance the investigation of policies. PolicyVis effectively visualizes all firewall rule core elements:
conditions, address space and action.
• Firewall policy semantic discovery: it is a
very normal demand of users to know all possible behaviors of a firewall to its intended protected system. With advantages of visualization
and many graphic options supported by PolicyVis, all potential firewall behaviors can be
easily discovered, which are normally very hard
to grasp in a usual context.
• Firewall policy rule conflict discovery: PolicyVis can be able to not only give users a view
on normal rule interactions, but also pinpoint all
possible rule anomalies in the policy. This is a
crucial feature of PolicyVis to become a very
helpful tool for users. All kind of rule conflicts
can be efficiently visualized without worrying
about running any algorithm to find potential
rule conflicts.
• Firewall policy inspection based on users’ intention: with a policy of thousands of rules, it is
much likely that the user will make configuration
mistakes (not rule conflicts mentioned above) in
the policy which causes the firewall to function
incorrectly. PolicyVis brings all firewall rules to a
graphic view so that all configuration mistakes
are highlighted without any difficulty.
• Visualizing distributed firewalls: distributed
firewalls security is as important as a single
firewall, besides visualizing a single firewall.
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PolicyVis also lets users visualize distributed
firewalls with the same efficiency in all goals
mentioned above.
PolicyVis Design Principles
The fundamental design requirements for PolicyVis included:
• Simplicity: It should be fairly intuitive for users
to inspect firewall policies in a 2D graph using
multiple fields. We chose to compress firewall
rules into 2D graph with three factors because it
is much likely that a certain field (like source
port) can be ignored or not important when
investigating the policy. 2D graph is simple but
quite effective in terms of helping users thoroughly look into the policy’s behaviors.
• Expressiveness: It is very important that users
can easily capture true rule interactions so that
appropriate actions can be taken immediately.
PolicyVis supports very detailed and thorough
visualization of all possible firewall rules’ behaviors by considering all rules fields, rule
orders as well as all rule actions.
• Flexible Visualization scope: PolicyVis allows
users to visualize what they are interested in
(the target: any rule field) so that all possible
aspects of the policy can be viewed and analyzed. Moreover, with multiple dimensions support, PolicyVis is flexible in letting users choose
desired fields for the graph coordinates, which is
convenient and effective to observe and investigate the policy from different views. Besides,
there are choices on type of traffic (accepted,
denied or both) which can be viewed separately
to meet users’ different purposes.
• Ability to Compress, Focus and Zoom: It is a
normal thing to take a closer look at a specific
set of rules when investigating the policy. PolicyVis supports zooming so that users can closely
investigate a set of considered rules. This zooming feature is very useful if too many rules get
involved in the investigation and the axes get
crowded. In addition, PolicyVis gives users the
ability to investigate rule anomalies existing in
the policy through the focusing feature. With
PolicyVis, users can also visualize the whole
policy at once as well as portions of the policy
partitioned by ranges of a specific field. This is a
helpful feature of PolicyVis when users want to
consider the policy applied to a subnet or a
desired portion of the network.
• Ability to use policy segmentation: In order to
investigate accepted or denied traffic only, policy segmentation with BDDs technique [5] is a
powerful means employed by PolicyVis to increase the effectiveness and correctness of extracting useful information from the policy.
• Ability to use symbols, colors, notations:
Policies are attributed by rules format, rules

dependency and matching semantics (rule order).
Moreover, firewall rules contain conditions (protocol, port and address), values (specific and
wildcard) and actions (allowed and denied).
PolicyVis visualizes those features using colors,
symbols, and notations which are essential for
users to capture quickly and easily the inside
interactions and performance of firewall policies.
Multi-level Visualizing of Firewall Policies
Using PolicyVis, multi-level visualizing of firewall policies can be accomplished effectively. With
PolicyVis’ many flexible features, user can inspect the
firewall policy from different views (like port level,
address level, etc.) to understand all potential inside
behaviors of the policy. In order to achieve this goal,
PolicyVis deploys many methods and techniques which
efficiently bring firewall policies to expressive visual
views.
Using BDDs To Segment Policy and Find Accepted
and Denied Spaces
Firewall policy segmentation using Binary Decision Diagram or BDD was first introduced by our
group in [5, 9] to enhance the firewall validation and
testing procedures. As defined in [5], a segment is a
subset of the total traffic address space that belongs to
one or more rules, such that each of the member elements (i.e., header tuples) conforms to exactly the
same set of policy rules. Rules and address spaces are
represented as Boolean expressions and BDD is used
as a standard canonical method to represent Boolean
expressions. By taking advantages of BDD’s properties, firewall rules are effectively segmented into disjoint segments each of which belong to either accepted
or denied space.

Table 1: Example of firewall policy segmentation.
In specific, the authors in [9] suggest constructing a Boolean expression for a policy Pa using the rule
constraints as follows:
Pa =
(¬ C1 ∧ ¬ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ Ci−1 ∧ ¬ Ci )

∨

i ö index(a)

where index(a) is the set of indices of rules that have a
as their action and Ci is the rule condition of conjunctive fields. In other words,
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a}
index(a) = { i | Ri = Ci
This formula can be understood as saying that a
packet will trigger action a if it satisfies the condition
Ci for some rule Ri with action a, provided that the
packet does not match the condition of any prior rule
in the policy. Table 1 shows an example of a policy of
three intersecting rules forming total of four independent segments of policy address space.
PolicyVis allows users to visualize only accepted
or denied traffic; therefore it is important to efficiently
extract those spaces from the policy. A naïve algorithm
to achieve this might take exponential running time.
Fortunately, policy segmentation using BDD is quite
effective in doing this. We decided to employ BDDs for
segmenting rules to quickly retrieve correct accepted
and denied spaces. This makes PolicyVis a reliable and
fast tool. Policy rules are segmented using BDD right
after they are read from the input file. This ahead-oftime rule segmentation speed up the process when the
user chooses to visualize only accepted or denied traffic.
Firewall Visualization Techniques
In this section, we describe visualization techniques and methods used in our PolicyVis tool to
achieve the objectives. More specific techniques and
algorithms to visualize firewall anomalies are described later.
To achieve the visualization effectiveness, PolicyVis supports both policy segments and policy rules
visualization, which depends on properties of the
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policy users want to examine. When dealing with only
accepted or denied space, PolicyVis visualizes policy
segments obtained from using BDD as mentioned earlier. However, when users choose to investigate both
accepted and denied spaces together, PolicyVis visualizes policy rules because the union of both spaces
returns to the original rules. Moreover, visualizing
policy rules in this case helps users capture all possible rule interactions which is hard to conceive by
looking at separate visualizations of both spaces.
When users investigate a firewall policy scope (a
field and a value), PolicyVis collects all rules (or segments) that have the corresponding field as a superset
of the scope input and visualizes those rules (or segments). When choosing a scope to investigate, users
want to inspect how the firewall policy applies to that
scope, thus rules (or segments) that include only the
address space of the target scope. Rules (or segments)
are represented as rectangles with different colors to
illustrate different kinds of traffic (accepted or denied).
Those colors are set transparent so that rules overlapping with the same or different actions can be effectively recognized. Moreover, different symbols (small
square and circle) placed at the corner of rectangles are
used for different traffic protocols (e.g., TCP, UDP,
ICMP, IGMP) and notations (i.e., tooltips or legends)
are used to determine rules’ order and related things.
When multiple rectangles (rules or segments) are
sketched from the same coordinates, colors and symbols
might not be enough to tell what kind of traffic or

Figure 1: A single firewall policy.
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protocol a rectangle belongs to. Additional notations
are used to clearly indicate those properties. Round
brackets are used to tell if a rectangle represents denied
traffic, otherwise it represents allowed traffic. Curly
brackets are used to denote UDP protocol, otherwise it
is TCP protocol.
PolicyVis uses three different rule fields to build
the policy graph, two of which are used as the graph’s
vertical and horizontal coordinates and the third field
is integrated into the visualization objects (e.g., at the
corner of rectangles) avoiding 3D graphs for simplicity. In general, by default, PolicyVis chooses the investigated scope as one of the coordinates (axes), and
from three remaining fields, the least common field
will be the other coordinate and the second least common field will be the last dimension.
Besides, PolicyVis places rule field values along
x-axis and y-axis in such a way that the aggregated values (e.g., wildcards) precedes the discrete values in the
axis, or closer to the origin of the graph. Moreover, the
width, the length and the position of a rectangle are
chosen based on its corresponding rule’s attributes so
that an aggregated rule or segment (represented by a
rectangle) contains its subset ones in the graph and disjoint segments or rules are represented by non-overlapping rectangles (there are no adjacent rectangles).
Case Studies
In this section, we created application scenarios
to explore the potential of PolicyVis to help users find
the policy misconfiguration problems. All the scenarios were created based on the single firewall policy
shown in Figure 1.

Scenario 1: The admin receives an email from
the SSH server development team mentioning that
there currently exists a SSH server zero-day exploit in
the wild. He wants to investigate the firewall policy
for accepted traffic to port 22. The admin performs
this investigation by choosing the target (scope): Destination Port with 22 as the input and viewing allowed
traffic only as shown in Figure 2.
Observation: policy segments that allow traffic
to SSH (port 22) are extracted and visualized by PolicyVis as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the admin can then
decide to block this traffic temporarily.
Scenario 2: The University’s student database is
stolen and the database server with IP address 161.
120.33.44 (possibly compromised) is suspected not
protected well by the firewall. The admin wants to
investigate the firewall policy applied to this server.
He looks into the traffic allowed and blocked by the
firewall for this IP address by choosing the target
(scope): Destination Address with 161.120.33.44 as
the input as shown in Figure 3.
Observation: denied and allowed traffic to port
1433 (MSSQL server) controlled by the firewall is
almost like what the admin expected except the traffic
from source address 140.192.37.2 (from rule number
1) which should not be allowed. The problem is traffic
allowed to 161.120.33.* from rule 1 is also allowed to
161.120.33.44. Thus, the admin might remove or
change Rule 1 from the firewall.
Scenario 3: The University’s whole network is
down because of a denial of service attack. The admin
suspects that this attack is from a specific region in a

Figure 2: Allowed traffic to port 22.
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country with network IP address starting with 141.*.
*.* aiming at many services including telnet, web, ftp,
etc. He needs to revise the firewall policy for any traffic from any IP address starting with 141.*.*.*. The
admin chooses the target (scope): Source Address with
141.*.*.* as the input and selects Destination Port
(corresponding to University’s network services) as
one of the graph dimensions as shown in Figure 4.
Observation: the firewall policy currently blocks
traffic to telnet service (port 23) and web service (port
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80) from some IP addresses starting with 141, however,
SMTP service (port 25) and FTP service (port 21) are
accessible from most of IP addresses starting with 141
and hence vulnerable to the attack. Thus, the admin
may set firewall rules to block traffic from some or all
addresses starting with 141 to those services as well.
Scenario 4: The University maintains two replicated TFTP servers (port 69) with IP addresses 161.
122.33.43 and 161.122.33.44 to satisfy students’ high
demand of downloading video lectures and also increase

Figure 3: Traffic blocked and allowed to 161.120.33.44.

Figure 4: Controlled traffic from 141.*.*.*.
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the downloading speed. However, several students still
complain about low downloading speed and sometimes they are blocked from downloading. The admin
first checks the two servers and sees that they both are
working well. He suspects that he might make mistakes when writing firewall rules for the two servers
so that one of them might not function as wanted. He
needs to check the firewall policy and expects that the
policy for both servers should be the same because
they are replicated and have the same mission. The
admin chooses the target (scope): Destination Port
with 69 as the input as shown in Figure 5.
Observation: traffic controlled by the firewall to
the two servers is not the same. The admin recognizes
that he made mistakes blocking traffic from 144.*.*.*
and 145.*.*.* to server 161.122.33.44 when they should
be allowed as to server 161.122.33.43. Thus, the
admin corrects his mistakes by changing the actions in
the corresponding rules in the firewall.
Visualizing Rule Anomalies
Definition
In this section, we mention crucial definitions
and concepts of firewall policy anomalies introduced
in [1] so that readers can understand how PolicyVis
visualizes rule anomalies described in the next section.
A firewall policy conflict is defined as the existence of two or more filtering rules that may match the
same packet or the existence of a rule that can never
match any packet on the network paths that cross the
firewall, e.g.:
• Shadowing anomaly: a rule is shadowed when
a previous rule matches all the packets that

match this rule and the shadowed rule will
never be activated.
• Generalization anomaly: a rule is a generalization of a preceding rule if they have different
actions and if the second rule can match all the
packets that match the first rule.
• Redundancy anomaly: a redundant rule performs the same action on the same packets as
another rule such that if the redundant rule is
removed, the security policy will not be affected.
• Correlation anomaly: two rules are correlated
if they have different filtering actions, and the
first rule matches some packets that match the
second rule and the second rule matches some
packets that match the first rule.
Rule Anomaly Visualization Methodology and
Algorithm
As the number of firewall rules increases, it is
very likely that an anomaly will exist in the policy
which threatens the firewall’s security. Anomaly discovery is necessary in order to ensure the firewall’s
concreteness. Firewall policy advisor [1] is the first
tool to discover anomalies in a firewall policy. However, it is not as expressive as PolicyVis in anomaly
discovery and doesn’t give users a visual view on how
an anomaly occurs.
Four classes of firewall policy anomalies mentioned previously are visualized by PolicyVis. These
anomalies are easily pinpointed by overlapping areas
on the graph because an overlapping area represents for
rules with overlapping traffic, which can potentially
cause firewall policy anomalies. Each of the anomalies
has specific features that are easily recognized on the

Figure 5: Firewall policy for destination port 69.
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PolicyVis graph because its corresponding overlapping
area is formed (or look) differently in terms of rectangles position, colors and notations. These features are
different for all four anomalies.
As PolicyVis visualizes rules in 2D-graph which
shows users only three fields on the graph, an overlapping traffic area is a feature of a potential anomaly,
however, it sometimes does not indicate that the corresponding rules are really overlapping because their
fourth field might be different. Nonetheless, PolicyVis
still lets users visualize real anomalies by allowing
related rules to be investigated more closely. When the
user wants to investigate an overlapping area, he simply clicks on it and PolicyVis will focus on more
details of the related rules.
PolicyVis first collects all rules containing the
selected area, and then sketches a different graph for
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these rules. In order to correctly view real anomalies
with only three fields used on the graph, PolicyVis
needs to choose a left-out field which is the same for
all the related rules. This common field is guaranteed
to exist because related rules from an overlapping area
must have at least two fields in common. PolicyVis
selects the most common and least important field to
be the left-out one if there are multiple common fields
among the related rules.
Moreover, among three fields used for the focusing graph, PolicyVis picks the most common field over
the related rules to be the third coordinate (the one integrated into visualization objects), and chooses the other
two fields as the graph normal coordinates (used for
axes). This coordinate selection technique assures users
that, from this focusing view, an overlapping area definitely indicates at least one anomaly in the policy.

Figure 6: Diagram to determine possible anomalies.

Figure 7: An example of a firewall policy.
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To find the most common field over some firewall rules, for each rule field excluding the Action
field, PolicyVis needs to find a rule’s field value which
is a subset of all other rules’ field values, and compute
the number of rules that have the field value equal to
that rule’s field value. The field that has the biggest
number is the most common field over the rules. The
algorithm FindMostCommonField to find the most
common field is implemented as shown in Table 2.
How To Recognize Anomalies In PolicyVis
The rules order is an important factor in understating the policy semantic and determining the firewall anomaly types, especially between shadowing
and generalization anomalies. Besides allowing users
to see the rules order by moving the mouse over the
overlapping area, PolicyVis also uses surrounding rectangles (not color-filled) around the overlapping rule
rectangles only in the focusing view to visualize rules
or rectangles order in each overlapping area. The
width (and height) difference between a rule rectangle
and its surrounding one in an overlapping area is
called boarder and it basically shows the rule order:
the rule or rectangle with bigger boarder comes first in
the policy. This technique will offer an easy way to

determine the type of the anomaly visually and without any manual investigation.
Shadowing and generalization anomalies: These
two anomalies can be recognized by a rectangle totally
contained in another rectangle but have different
colors (different filtering actions), the rules order
(based on extra rectangles) will decide which anomaly
the overlapping area belongs to.
Redundancy anomaly: The features used to recognize this anomaly are almost the same as features
used to pinpoint shadowing and generalization anomalies. Instead of having different colors, the overlapping rectangles should have the same color (same filtering action) and there is no another different color
rectangle appears between them.
Correlation anomaly: This anomaly is corresponding to two rectangles with different colors partially contained in each other.
If two rectangles are not overlapping, there is no
anomaly between two rules represented by those two
rectangles. With the help of PolicyVis, it is straightforward to pinpoint all anomalies that might exist in the
firewall policy. Figure 6 summarizes the method to

Algorithm FindMostCommonField
Input: rules
Output: the most common field among the input rules
1: for each field in rule.fields/{action}
2:
if field = dest_ip or field = src_ip
3:
Cfield = *.*.*.*
4:
end if
5:
if field = dest_port or field = src_port
6:
Cfield = *
7:
end if
8:
for each rule Ri in rules { find a field value which is a subset of all other field values }
9:
Cfield = Cfield ú Ri . field
10:
end for
11:
Nfield = 0
12:
for each rule i in rules { count the number of rules having field value equal to the common subset value}
13:
if Ri . field = Cfield
14:
Nfield = Nfield + 1
15:
end if
16:
end for
17: end for
18: N = max(Ndest_ip , Nscr_ip , Ndest_port , Nscr_port ) { choose the most common field }
19: if N = Nsrc_port
20:
return src_port
21: end if
22: if N = Ndest_port
23:
return dest_port
24: end if
25: if N = Nsrc_ip
26:
return src_ip
27: end if
28: if N = Ndest_ip
29:
return dest_ip
30: end if
Table 2: Algorithm to find the most common field.
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determine different rule anomalies which is very effective in a visualized environment like PolicyVis.
A Case Study
Using PolicyVis to investigate the firewall policy
shown in Figure 7, the firewall rules are visualized as
shown in Figure 8. The admin sees many overlapping
areas which might contain potential rule anomalies.
There are five suspected overlapping areas (numbered
on the graph) which the user believes contain rule
anomalies. From this view only, he suspects that:
1. potential of shadowing anomaly
2. potential of generalization anomaly
3. potential of correlation anomaly
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4. potential of redundancy anomaly
5. potential of generalization anomaly
However, in order to make sure that those anomalies are real anomalies, the admin needs to closely
investigate each overlapping area. To do this, the
admin simply clicks on each selected overlapping area
and PolicyVis will focus on and show a more elaborated view for that area.
Shadowing anomaly visualization: When the
admin clicks on the overlapping area number 1 (Figure 8), he is brought to the view where all traffic has
the same Destination IP address 161.120.33.41 as
shown in Figure 9. From this view, it is clear that there

Figure 8: Many potential anomalies in the policy.

Figure 9: Shadowing anomaly between rule 3 and rule 4.
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is a shadowing anomaly between rule 3 and rule 4
(rule 4 is shadowed by rule 3) because the rectangle
representing rule 4 is totally contained in the rectangle
representing rule 3 and they have different colors.
‘‘Rule 3’’ and ‘‘Rule 4’’ tooltips appear in this case
because the admin moves the mouse over the overlapping area. Without these tooltips, the admin still can
tell that this is a shadowing anomaly because he
knows the outer rectangle comes first in the policy
based on the surrounding rectangles.
Generalization anomaly visualization: When
the admin clicks on the overlapping area number 2
(Figure 8), he is brought to the view where all traffic
has the same Destination IP address 161.120.33.43 as
shown in Figure 10. From this view, it is clear that
there is a generalization anomaly between rule 5 and
rule 6 (rule 6 is a generalization of rule 5) because the
rectangle representing rule 5 is totally contained in the
rectangle representing rule 6 and they have different
colors. Moreover, without the tooltips (‘‘Rule 5’’ and
‘‘Rule 6’’), the admin still can tell that the inner rectangle comes first in the policy based on the surrounding
rectangles and hence this is a generalization anomaly.

Correlation anomaly visualization: When the
admin clicks on the overlapping area number 3 (Figure 8), he is brought to the view where all traffic has
the same Destination Port 20 as shown in Figure 11.
From this view, it is clear that there is a correlation
anomaly between rule 1 and rule 2 because the rectangle
representing rule 1 is partially overlapped with the rectangle representing rule 2 and they have different colors.
Redundancy anomaly visualization: When the
admin clicks on the overlapping area number 4 (Figure
8), he is brought to the view where all traffic has the
same Destination IP address 161.120.33.43 as shown in
Figure 12. From this view, it is clear that there is a
redundancy anomaly between rule 2 and rule 13 (rule 13
is redundant to rule 2) because the rectangle representing rule 13 is totally contained in the rectangle representing rule 2 and they have the same color.
Overlap but no anomaly: When the admin
clicks on the overlapping area number 5 (Figure 8), he
is brought to the view where all traffic has the same
Destination IP address 161.120.33.45 as shown in Figure 13. From this view, it is clear that there is no
anomaly because the rectangles representing rules are

Figure 10: Generalization anomaly between rule 5 and rule 6.

Figure 11: Correlation anomaly between rule 1 and rule 2.
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not overlapping. Rule 11 and Rule 12 are overlapped
in Figure 8 because Rule 11’s Destination Address and
Source Address are subsets of Rule 12’s Destination
Address and Source Address respectively and those
two fields with Destination Port are chosen as dimensions for the view as shown in Figure 8. However,
Rule 11 and Rule 12 have different Source Ports which
is automatically chosen by PolicyVis as one of the
dimensions for the new view as shown in Figure 13.
Visualizing Distributed Policy Configuration
Concept
While a single firewall is normally deployed to
protect a single subnet or domain, distributed firewalls
are essential for protecting the entire network. Any misconfiguration or conflict between distributed firewalls
might cause serious flaws or damages to the network [2].
Anomalies exist not only in a single firewall but
also in inter-firewalls if any two firewalls on a network path take different filtering actions on the same
traffic. It is always a higher chance that distributed
firewalls contain rule anomalies than a single firewall
because of the decentralized property in distributed
firewalls management. It is possible that each single
firewall in the network might not contain any rule

Tran, Al-Shaer, & Boutaba

anomaly, but there are still anomalies between different firewalls.
Visualizing distributed firewalls gives the same
benefits as visualizing single firewalls in achieving
policy behavior discovery, policy correctness checking
and anomaly finding. Distributed firewalls are considered as a tree where the root is the borderline firewall
which directly filters traffic in and out of the network.
Each node in the tree represents for a single firewall
which can be placed between subnets or domains in
the network.
A packet from outside of the network in order to
get through a firewall needs to pass all filterings of all
firewalls from the root to the node representing that
firewall. In the distributed firewalls view, PolicyVis
creates a firewall tree based on the network topology
input files and let the user pick a path (from the root to
any node) he wants to examine. PolicyVis then builds
up a rule set for that path by simply reading rules from
nodes in order from the root to the last node. After
that, PolicyVis considers this rule set as for a single
firewall and visualizes it as before.
A Case Study
The admin wants to investigate the distributed
policy configuration applied to traffic to the Network

Figure 12: Redundancy anomaly between rule 2 and rule 13.

Figure 13: There is no anomaly in this case.
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Lab. He first changes the view to Distributed Firewalls view and expands the tree to get to the Network
Lab node. As shown in Figure 14, PolicyVis creates a
new rule set containing all rule sets from firewalls on
the path in this order: University of Waterloo, Math
faculty, CS department, and Network Lab.
After building up the rule set for the path from
University of Waterloo to Network Lab, PolicyVis
allows the admin to start visualizing the path policy. In
this visualization, the admin chooses to investigate all
rules on this firewall path that control traffic to any destination address in the university network by choosing
the scope Destination Address with value 161.*.*.*.
In this case, there are normally multiple subnets
get involved because multiple firewalls are considered
at once. PolicyVis not only lets the admin visualize all
the subnets at the same time, but also supports a single
view on each subnet and the admin can switch views
between subnets easily. In this example, there are six
subnets whose traffic are controlled by the firewalls on
the path and the Network Lab subnet 161.120.33.* is
currently viewed and analyzed by the admin (Figure

15). The admin can change the view to a different subnet by clicking on the Next or Previous button.
It is easy to recognize that while the single firewall placed at the Network Lab subnet (Figure 16)
which only controls traffic to 161.120.33.* doesn’t
contain any anomaly, the distributed firewalls (Figure
15) seems to have anomalies (overlapping areas). In
fact, there is a shadowing anomaly in this case between
a rule in the University of Waterloo firewall and a rule
in the Network Lab firewall.
Implementation and Evaluation
We implemented PolicyVis using Java and Jfreechart [7], a free open source Java chart library, in PolicyVis to make it easy for displaying charts in the
graph. We also used Buddy [17] for BDD representation of firewall policies.
In this section, we present our evaluation study
of the usability and efficiency of PolicyVis. To access
the practical value of PolicyVis, we not only created
firewall policies randomly (with and without rule
anomalies), but also used real firewall rules in our

Figure 14: An example of distributed firewalls.
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Figure 15: Visualization of all firewall policies to subnet 161.120.33.*.

Figure 16: Visualization of the Network Lab subnet firewall.
Task\Method
Find firewall properties
Find firewall anomalies

PolicyVis
3.12 minutes
1.98 minutes

Raw firewall rules
10.44 minutes
12.78 minutes

Table 3: Average estimated time to achieve each task by using each method.
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university for the evaluation study. Each firewall used
in the evaluation test has from 30 to 45 rules. We then
asked 11 people (with varying level of expertise in the
field) under test to use both PolicyVis and raw firewall
rules to find some specific firewall properties (like what
traffic is allowed to a chosen domain or which machine
has Web accessible web traffic and so on) and locate
rule anomalies in the firewalls. We recorded the time to
answer each task by using each method for all people
and computed the average time over all.
People in this evaluation test were getting familiar
with PolicyVis very quickly and very confident with
features supported by PolicyVis. As shown in Table 3,
the average time to achieve each task by using PolicyVis is much faster than by investigating raw firewall
rules, especially in finding firewall anomalies. This
evaluation test demonstrated that PolicyVis is a very
user-friendly tool with high usability and efficiency.
Conclusion and Future Work
Firewalls provide proper security services if they
are correctly configured and efficiently managed. Firewall policies used in enterprise networks are getting
more complex as the number of firewall rules and
devices becomes larger. As a result, there is a high
demand for an effective policy management tool which
significantly helps user in discovering firewall policy’s
properties and finding rule anomalies in both single and
distributed firewalls.
PolicyVis presented in this paper provides visual
views on firewall policies and rules which gives users a
powerful means for inspecting firewall policies. In this
paper, we described design features of PolicyVis tool and
illustrated PolicyVis with multiple examples showing the
effectiveness and usefulness of PolicyVis in determining
the policy behavior in various case studies. We presented
concepts and techniques to find rule anomalies in PolicyVis. Besides, we also showed how PolicyVis visualizes distributed firewalls to achieve same benefits as
visualizing single firewalls. Finally, we presented the
implementation and evaluation of PolicyVis.
Using PolicyVis was shown very effective for
firewalls in real-life networks. In regards to usability,
unskilled people with short time of learning how to
use PolicyVis can quickly understand and start using
all features of PolicyVis. Moreover, by evaluation,
PolicyVis effectively helped users including network
security juniors and seniors to figure out firewall policy behavior easily by reviewing the visualizing of
primitive firewall rules. In addition, PolicyVis was
shown a very good tool in finding rule anomalies or
conflicts easily and quickly. The number of dimensions users need to consider during firewall inspection
varies according to situations; however, considering
all possible rule fields always gives users a better analysis of the policy.
Even though PolicyVis was shown a very effective
tool, we still want to perform more evaluation on it and

collect more users’ ideas to make PolicyVis the best
visualization tool for firewall policies. There are still
many possible features that we want to implement in
PolicyVis to maximize its usability as well as efficiency.
We want PolicyVis to support more viewing levels of
firewall policies and automatically show users possible
strange behaviors and true rule anomalies of firewall
policies on the graph. In addition, PolicyVis currently
shows how to visualize stateless firewalls but we can
easily envision extending this to visualize stateful firewalls too by preprocessing the policy to create the
implicit rules in stateful firewalls. We consider supporting stateful firewalls in PolicyVis in our future work.
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